The History of Surfing

Surfing is one of the oldest practiced sports on the planet. The art of wave riding, is a blend of total athleticism and the comprehension of the beauty and power of the ocean. The term ‘surfing’ is derived from the Polynesian word ‘samakai’, which means ‘to surf’. The history of surfing can be traced back to ancient times, with evidence of wave-riding activities found in various parts of the world.

The Hawaiian Islands, specifically Waikiki, is known as the birthplace of modern surfing. According to Matt Warshaw, the most influential rides in the history of surfing, with Butch Van Artsdalen, Tom Curren, and Cory Lopez, are: the first perfect wave ridden at Mavericks in 1987, the first ever perfect wave ridden on a shortboard at Waimea Bay in 1981, and the first ever woman to surf in a man’s event at the 1981 Waimea Bay Pro. These events have been significant in shaping the modern surfing landscape.

Modern surfing in New Zealand had its roots in the surfing culture of the Pacific Islands. The Polynesians were the first to make their way to the Hawaiian Islands and other parts of the Pacific Ocean. The history of surfing in Hawaii goes back to the 4th century AD, with seafaring Polynesians. Hawaiian surfing by a European. By 1779, riding waves lying down or standing on long, hardwood surfboards was an integral part of Hawaiian culture.

The story of surfing in Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina, is closely intertwined with the history of surfing in Hawaii. Wrightsville Beach has been a popular destination for surfers since the early 1900s, and it has played a significant role in the development of modern surfing.

The history of surfing is peppered in mystique which has made it one of the most cherished lasting sports known today. Surfing history - Extremehorizon surf shop guide to surf history from the origins to the modern re-birth of surfing on Oahu’s North shore. History of Surfing - Disrupt Surfing Disrupt Surfing Surfing is now a popular pastime around the world, but just a few decades ago there were only a handful of places where you could surf properly. What changed? History of Surfing Magazines frequently refer to Wrightsville Beach as one of the best surfing beaches in the USA. The shores on Wrightsville Beach are, indeed, perfectly suited. The phenomenon of surfing fascinates both the surfer and the onlooker. Read about its fascinating history. The history of surfing - OpenLearn - Open University The History of Surfing: Matt Warshaw: 9780811856003: Amazon. The most important dates in the history of surfing - SurferToday.com 27 Aug 2015. The history of surfing is peppered in mystique which has made it one of the most cherished lasting sports known today.

Paradigm Shifts SURFER Magazine 1 Oct 2014. Three of the most influential rides in the history of surfing, with Butch Van Artsdalen, Tom Curren, and Cory Lopez. Inside the Curl: Surfing's Surprising History The History of Surfing Matt Warshaw on Amazon.com. "FREE" shipping on qualifying offers. Matt Warshaw knows more about surfing than any other person on the planet. After five years of research and writing, Warshaw has crafted an unprecedented Surfing history - Extremehorizon surf shop The History of Surfing: Matt Warshaw: 9780811856003: Books. Surfing is a very popular watersport, and Australia has some of the best. It has only been in the last 100-to-200 years that records the history of surfing and surf. The History of Surfing - Coffee Times This is the bible of surfing. I started writing this book in the late 70's, it was written simply because it had to be done, somebody had to do it, not an outsider. Surf History - Origins of the sport of Surfing - Surfing Waves Matt Warshaw is the former editor of SURFER magazine. A lifelong surfer, he is the author of numerous books on surfing, including Maverick's: The Story of Big